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I'm not ugly, but my beauty is a total creation.
- Banks, Tyra

It is better to have loved and lost than never to have lost at all.
- Butler, Samuel

The way to love anything is to realize that it might be lost.
- Chesterton, Gilbert K.

He who has achieved success has worked well, laughed often and loved much.
- Hubbard, Elbert

You talk too much, you laugh too loud, that's the price of love.
- Ferry, Brian

Loving people live in a loving world. Hostile people live in a hostile world. Same world.
- Dyer, Wayne

We don't laugh because we're happy -- we're happy because we laugh.
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- James, William

When you laugh, be sure to laugh at what people do and not at what people are.
- Unknown, Source

The difference between an optimist and a pessimist? An optimist laughs to forget, but a
pessimist forgets to laugh.
- Bodett, Tom

Loving can cost a lot but not loving always costs more, and those who fear to love often
find that want of love is an emptiness that robs the joy from life.
- Shan, Merle

Always remember, others may hate you, but those who hate you don't win unless you
hate them-and then you destroy yourself.
- Nixon, Richard M.

Hatred paralyzes life; love releases it. Hatred confuses life; love harmonizes it. Hatred
darkens life; love illuminates it.
- King Jr. Martin Luther

Help others achieve their dreams and you will achieve yours.
- Brown, Les
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Friendship often ends in love; but love in friendship, never.
- Colton, Charles Caleb

Between men and women there is no friendship possible. There is passion, enmity,
worship, love, but no friendship.
- Wilde, Oscar

False friendship, like the ivy, decays and ruins the walls it embraces; but true friendship
gives new life and animation to the object it supports.
- Burton, Sir Richard

Friendship is to be purchased only by friendship. A man may have authority over others,
but he can never have their hearts but by giving his own.
- Wilson, Thomas

Kindness is tenderness. Kindness is love, but perhaps greater than love. Kindness is
good will. Kindness says, I want you to be happy.
- Ray, Randolph

People want you to be a crazy, out-of-control teen brat. They want you miserable, just like
them. They don't want heroes; what they want is to see you fall.
- DiCaprio, Leonardo
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There are no good girls gone wrong, just bad girls found out.
- West, Mae

The girl with a future avoids a man with a past.
- Esar, Evan

Giving money and power to government is like giving whiskey and car keys to teenage
boys.
- O'Rourke, P. J.

Don't just count your years, make your years count.
- Meyers, Ernest

In life, as in football, you won't go far unless you know where the goalposts are.
- Glasgow, Arnold H.

Youth fades; love droops, the leaves of friendship fall; A mother's secret hope outlives
them all.
- Holmes, Oliver Wendell

Laughter is the shortest distance between two people.
- Borge, Victor
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